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Overview

• Source material – the SSI Architecture Green Book
• Rationale and business case for the SSI
• Transitioning
• Provisioning
• Accounting
• Three stages of SSI functionality
• Current work on SSI Architecture



SSI Architecture Green Book

• CCSDS document 730.1-G-1, an Informational Report (Green 
Book): https://public.ccsds.org/Pubs/730x1g1.pdf

• Commissioned in 2013, published in July 2014.
• Purpose: to offer space agencies a fairly complete picture of 

what “Interplanetary Internet” as envisioned by CCSDS would 
look like, how it would be built, and how it would work.
• Software elements
• Procedural and organizational elements



Rationale

• The CCSDS Space Internetworking Services-Delay-Tolerant 
Networking (SIS-DTN) Working Group developed this 
Informational Report in response to a request from the IOAG 
to define the architecture of the SSI that was described in the 
SSI Operations Concept.



Business Case

• Networked communications significantly increase the 
operational flexibility and robustness of missions, as well as 
enabling mission classes otherwise untenable. In addition, 
networked communications offers additional redundancy and 
resiliency to failure of an individual asset or to conditions that 
do not permit line-of-sight communication with Earth….. By 
agreeing to cross-support missions of each other’s agencies, 
each partner agency can gain the benefit of shared resources 
and infrastructure.



Transitioning – current model



Transitioning – networked model



Transitioning in three stages

• The SSI architecture….encompasses three broad grades of 
functionality to support participating organizations in their 
transition through these stages toward full deployment of the 
SSI. The three stages of transition (discussed later) are:
• Mission functionality
• Internetwork functionality
• Advanced functionality

• Organizations participating in the SSI may initially operate at 
any of the three stages, as long as they have implemented the 
functionality required in order to operate at all preceding 
stages.



Provisioning

• The mission communications automation enabled by the SSI 
architecture relies on the provision of adequate computational 
resources, both in ground systems and in flight assets. It 
should be noted that this may require the deployment of 
additional routing, data forwarding, and network management 
computing equipment at Earth stations in Stages 2 and 3.



Accounting

• By agreeing to cross-support missions of each other’s 
agencies, each partner agency can gain the benefits of shared 
resources and infrastructure. To monitor the use of resources, 
or possibly to charge for services in cases of inequity, 
organizations providing SSI transport service may want to 
track how much support their resources (e.g., space links, BP 
routers, ground stations) provide to their own and other 
organizations’ missions. Accounting data can be collected to 
track the resources (e.g., space link bandwidth used, SSI 
router storage) used by different organizations or missions as 
identified by the SSI Endpoint Identifiers. Such information can 
then be used in inter-agency agreements and negotiations.



Stage 1 – Mission Functionality

• …automates basic communication processes for individual 
space flight missions without requiring that Earth station 
service providers implement the SSI protocols.



Configuration Example



Operational principles

• At this stage of SSI implementation, the coordination and 
provision of mission data communications is entirely internal to 
the mission.

• Interagency SSI cross support may be provided, but the 
agreements governing such cross support are ad hoc and 
privately negotiated.

• Inter-authority cross support of Link-Layer services will be 
employed by the spacecraft MOC to request, configure, and 
operate Link-Layer space communications from the MOC to 
the spacecraft.



Functional procedures

• Installing SSI nodes
• Requesting SSI service
• Publishing SSI provider contact plans
• Issuing data from one node to another node
• Reporting on the operational state of a node
• Troubleshooting network behavior
• Modifying the configuration of a node
• Sending an emergency command
• Estimating the time a bundle will be delivered



Stage 2 – Internetwork Functionality

• …provid(es) internetwork functionality…which enables the SSI 
protocols to operate across multiple space flight missions, 
possibly managed by different national space agencies 
(interagency cross support). The coordination of mission data 
communications is still manual at this stage.



Configuration Example – operation



Configuration Example – coordination



Operational principles

• A provider node may support a mission that is under a different 
authority (i.e., interagency cross support is supported).

• Provider nodes in the SSInet that are supporting a given mission 
may be under multiple authorities (i.e., interagency indirect cross 
support is supported).

• At this stage of SSI implementation, the coordination of mission 
data communications is still not an automated process.

• A coordinating function is responsible for ensuring successful 
negotiations among member authorities.



Functional procedures

• (All procedures supported in Stage 1)
• Requesting cross-support
• Publishing the composite contact plan



Stage 3 – Advanced Functionality

• …automat(es) the coordination of mission data 
communications in the unified cross-support environment… 
providing advanced functionality…which provides automated 
support for the internetwork topologies, implementing a unified 
solar-system-wide communication network that can scale up 
to the complex space exploration programs of the future.



Operational principles

• The coordination of mission data communications is an 
automated process.



Functional procedures

• (All procedures supported in Stage 2)
• Distributing security keys
• Revoking a security key
• Detecting a problem in the network
• Remedying a network problem



Current work on SSI architecture

• The Architecture and Governance Working Group (AWG) of 
IPNSIG was established in September of 2021 to explore 
desirable properties of a common SSI architecture beginning 
with CCSDS SSI architecture concept…SSI could be made up 
of multiple, independent but interconnected networks requiring 
collaboration and coordination to function. Governance 
practices that can support this level of multi-party complexity 
will be needed.



AWG Workshop on DTN Routing

• An initial step toward recommending governance practices is 
understanding what needs to be governed.

• One fundamental governance challenge is reaching 
consensus on routing procedures and the distribution of 
information needed in support of those procedures.

• AWG will examine leading DTN routing approaches in a 4-day 
workshop later this month.

• One aspect of that challenge is agreement on the syntax of 
node identifiers, an active discussion topic in IETF DTN WG.



Closing remarks

• IPNSIG believes that Solar System Internet architecture is 
now well understood in a general sense, but many specific 
details are yet to be nailed down.
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IPNSIG Academy – Program for 2022-2023

1. Yosuke Kaneko 100+ years vision [May 18]
2. Vinton G. Cerf DTN Overview [June 1]
3. Oscar Garcia DTN Projects Work [July 13]
4. Scott Burleigh SSI Architecture study [Aug 3]
5. Lara Suzuki DTN live demonstration [Sep 7]
6. Dave Israel NASA Luna Net Overview
7. David Gomez Otero ESA Moonlight Overview
8. Ed Birrane IETF standardization efforts
9. Keith Scott CCSDS standardization efforts
10. Laura DeNardis Internet Governance issues
11. Scott Pace Space Policy, perspective on IPN governance
12. “IPNSIG Workshop” Architecture and Governance of IPN
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